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Our Price $3,995
Retail Value $4,720

Specifications:

Year:  2006  

VIN:  1FTPW14V66FB36728  

Make:  Ford  

Stock:  B36728  

Model/Trim:  F-150 XLT Supercrew 4x4  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Pickup Truck  

Exterior:  [YZ] Oxford White Clearcoat  

Engine:  Triton 5.4L Flex Fuel V8 300hp 365ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Medium/Dark Flint premium cloth Cloth  

Transmission:  4-Speed Automatic  

Mileage:  284,123  

Drivetrain:  4 Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 9 / Highway 12

LOCAL TRADE — 4X4 — SUPERCREW — TRITON 5.4L FLEX FUEL
V8 ENGINE — 4-SPEED AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION — OXFORD
WHITE CLEAR COAT EXTERIOR — MEDIUM/DARK FLINT CLOTH
INTERIOR — POWER ADJUSTABLE DRIVERS SEAT — POWER
ADJUSTABLE SIDE MIRRORS — IN-DASH CD PLAYER — AM/FM
RADIO — REMOTE KEYLESS ENTRY — RUNNING BOARDS —
FRONT TOW HOOKS — RUBBER FLOOR MATS — FRONT FOG
LIGHTS — TRAILER HITCH — 17" ALLOY WHEELS — GOOD
CONDITION!

Step into the realm of robust capability and enduring reliability with this
impeccable 2006 Ford F-150 XLT Supercrew 4x4, a true testament to
Ford's legacy of building America's hardest-working trucks. Dressed in
a classic white exterior that exudes a sense of strength and purity, this
F-150 is more than just a vehicle; it's a partner in your daily endeavors
and adventurous pursuits.

As you approach this magnificent machine, the first thing you'll notice is
how the white paintwork contrasts beautifully with the truck's
commanding stance and bold lines. It's a truck that looks just as good
on the jobsite as it does on a night out in town. The Supercrew cab
configuration offers ample room for your crew or family, ensuring that
everyone rides in comfort, wrapped in the plush embrace of the gray
cloth interior that invites you to take a seat and stay awhile.

Under the hood lies the heart of this beast – a Triton 5.4L Flex Fuel V8
engine that churns out an impressive 300 horsepower and a staggering
365 ft. lbs. of torque. Whether you're hauling heavy loads or traversing
rugged terrain, this powerplant delivers the performance you need with
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rugged terrain, this powerplant delivers the performance you need with
the grace of a seasoned workhorse. Paired with a smooth-shifting 4-
Speed Automatic transmission, this F-150 offers a driving experience
that is both exhilarating and reassuring, with the 4x4 drivetrain
providing the confidence to tackle any road condition Mother Nature
throws your way.

The F-150's accolades speak for themselves. As an Edmunds's Top 10
Best-Selling Vehicle, this truck has proven its mettle in the market,
earning its place in the hearts and driveways of discerning drivers
across the nation. Further cementing its reputation for excellence is the
recognition from J.D. Power and Associates's Vehicle Dependability
Study (VDS) as one of the Top Models. Rest assured, when you take
the wheel of this F-150, you're piloting a vehicle celebrated for its
dependability and quality.

The manufacturer options and packages on this Ford F-150 XLT
Supercrew 4x4 have been meticulously selected to enhance both its
functionality and aesthetics. The result is a truck that doesn't just meet
expectations; it exceeds them. It's a vehicle that stands as a testament
to what happens when power meets innovation and style meets
substance.

Imagine yourself behind the wheel, commanding the road with ease, the
growl of the V8 a constant reminder of the power at your disposal.
Picture the envious glances as you roll by, the white exterior gleaming
in the sunlight, a beacon of automotive excellence. This 2006 Ford F-
150 XLT Supercrew 4x4 isn't just a truck; it's a statement. It's a
commitment to a lifestyle that demands the best and accepts nothing
less.

Don't miss your chance to own a piece of Ford's legendary truck
heritage. This 2006 Ford F-150 XLT Supercrew 4x4 is not just a wise
choice; it's the choice for those who know and appreciate the value of
performance, reliability, and style. Come, take the keys to your future
adventures, and drive away with a vehicle that will not just meet your
needs but will inspire new ones. Your F-150 awaits.
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Installed Options

Interior

- Front air conditioning  - Floor mat material: rubber/vinyl - Floor mats: front - Cruise control 

- Cupholders - Multi-function remote: keyless entry - Power outlet(s): front - Power steering 

- Clock - Compass - External temperature display - Front seat type: 40-20-40 split bench  

- Rear seat folding: split  - Rear seat type: split-bench  - Upholstery: premium cloth

Exterior

- Front bumper color: chrome - Pickup bed light - Skid plate(s) 

- Side mirror adjustments: power - Power windows - Rear privacy glass

 

Option Packages

Factory Installed Packages

MPG based on 2008 -2009 EPA mileage estimates, reflecting new EPA fuel economy methods beginning with 2008 models. Use for comparison purposes only. Do not compare to

models before 2008. Your actual mileage will vary depending on how you drive and maintain your vehicle.&nbsp; Payments based on standard term at 8% interest with tax title and

licence down. (for every $1000 cash down payment is reduced approximately $20)

AM/FM/CD Changer/MP3 Audio System

17 Inch Painted Alloy Wheels

Front Fog/Driving Lights

Running Boards

3.55 Limited Slip Axle Ratio

5.4L Flex Fuel V8 SOHC 24V FI Engine

Trailer Hitch

Power Door Locks
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